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Crypto has already made some serious indents in the �nancial landscape in recent

months.  COVID has been the perfect storm, and the massive uptick in adoption across the

board, from banks, asset managers, hedge funds, payment businesses, corporates and

retail investors, has been nothing short of revolutionary.    Indeed, it seems that traditional

money systems may soon be a relic of the pre-corona era. 

Banks, hedge funds, and asset managers have certainly changed their tune in treating

crypto as an asset class, albeit a very niche one!  Titan asset manager Blackrock, the world’s

largest for assets under management, has led the way in recognising crypto as an

investment concept.    The Chief Investment Of�cer has stated that bitcoin and crypto

“makes a lot of sense” and confesses that Blackrock itself is “dabbling”.   Fidelity estimates

that around a third of institutional investors globally are now exposed to crypto

assets.  Frankly, with the growth �gures for 2021 so far – at time of writing Bitcoin is up 77%

and Ethereum is up 108% year to date – it is not an asset class that many institutions can

sensibly ignore.   

Interestingly this view is held by a number of corporates are also apparently deserting cash

reserves as treasury asset, with Tesla choosing to purchase $1.5bn of bitcoin. Similarly, tech

�rm MicroStrategy now holds $4.45bn worth of bitcoin to hedge against what they see as

the “melting” of traditional currency. 

At a government and infrastructure level, crypto is being treated as the answer to many of

our problems.  Crypto is held to be faster, cheaper and fairer – a beguiling mix.  The largest

ever transfer of Bitcoin, in 2020, worth at the time $1.1bn, cost less than a dollar.    The

International Monetary Fund as part of “The Great Reset” singles out “smarter growth…the

digital economy is the big winner in this crisis” as part of the remedy for the many

�nancial ills of our time.    The World Economic Forum claims that    a large number of

Central Banks are looking to digitize their currency to solve problems in “banking and

payments system ef�ciency, payments security and resilience, �nancial inclusion and

more”.    It is likely therefore that a signi�cant proportion of the world’s population will be

using crypto technology in the near future.    The EU has shown particular nous in

announcing the release of a new set of rules, by 2025, to streamline cross-border payment

by leveraging blockchain and crypto-assets.    

Payment �rms have been quick to embrace new crypto technologies.    Paypal, deserves

particular recognition in this respect, having included crypto last summer for its users, and

is rumoured to be purchasing a crypto custody business.  Mastercard and Visa each hold a

large number of patents in crypto, and the latter is assisting global policy makers.    I was
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interested to see the March budget in the UK includes the increase in the limit for

touchless payments, rising from £45 to £100, again a sign that we all now accept a

primarily digital �nancial world.

Retail investors, too, have enjoyed some halcyon days.    Crypto is now covered by the

mainstream press, from the FT who breathlessly queried in a headline during February

whether it is now “a mainstream asset” to the more widely read nationals including The

Times and the Daily Mail.  

The regulator is now more actively involved, particularly with a list of exchanges permitted

to operate in the UK, and the eminently sensible decision to ban the sale of derivatives to

retail investors.    Frankly, this is long overdue: crypto 3 years ago was the wild west.

Thankfully, now, there are reputable exchanges in the UK, especially those who are seeking

to embrace traditional �nancial products such as pension and ISA applicable crypto

products.    One can assume this builds con�dence in the consumer, in what the FCA’s

research already shows is a fast-growing market.  

Finally, I want to acknowledge that crypto is a broad church of in excess of some 8,000

cryptos ranging from the frankly ridiculous to the sublime.  Whilst bitcoin, and to a lesser

extent Ethereum, tend to hog the headlines, it will best interesting to see what other coins

get real traction: Ripple’s tussles with the SEC and Dogecoin’s novelty value blight the

industry. I personally would expect to see massive consolidation in the market, with a small

selection of blue-chip coins that are �t for purpose triumphing, and ultimately changing

the face of �nance irreversibly.

Katharine Wooller is managing director of Dacxi, the UK’s fast growing digital asset

exchange for retail customers. Details at www.dacxi.com (http://www.dacxi.com)
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(https://bit.ly/3d76mJC) says:

As of 2021, Cryptocurrency has evolved to an extent where people started using it as an alternative
currency, a valuable asset, and an effective utility. It is very insightful to know from your blog that “ EU will
be adopting policies in 2025 to streamline blockchai and crypto-assets. That is damn true that with the
invention of the Crypto Payment gateway, Crypto Payments are happening hassle-free playing an
important role in the Financial sectors. In fact, I looked into some of the Cryptocurrency trends of 2021
and it turns out to an interesting list.

1. Global Blockchain Market size will Increase 
2. Blockchain as a service by Leading Tech companies 
3. Rise of New Cryptocurrency Exchanges 
4. Growing Adoption of DeFi 
5. Stablecoins will Reach Greater Heights 
6. Creation of Crypto (Ethereum) Tokens will Increase 
7. Rise of Decentralized Applications

I know this is interesting and it would add value to your blog. To know more about other crypto trends,
kindly visit >>> https://bit.ly/31edtdL (https://bit.ly/31edtdL)

Reply (https://www.cryptocurrencyguide.org/how-will-cryptocurrency-change-the-face-of-�nance/?replytocom=51613#respond)

Bettina Warburg
(https://www.coinsclone.com/)

says:

March 25, 2021 at 9:20 am (https://www.cryptocurrencyguide.org/how-will-
cryptocurrency-change-the-face-of-�nance/#comment-51614)

You’re right, Cryptocurrency – The “Bull Market” changes the whole FinTech World. Recently, The pride of
crypto’s – “Bitcoin” hits the all-time high price of $60K. And, the crypto enthusiasts have predicted that by
the end of 2021, bitcoin reaches $100k. The continuous rise of the Bull Market attracts lots of professionals
& young entrepreneurs to start a business In the crypto space. Speaking of crypto businesses some of the
businesses are running very successfully in the current scenario. Here are the successful crypto
businesses, check it out >>> https://bit.ly/39vHlp3 (https://bit.ly/39vHlp3)

Reply (https://www.cryptocurrencyguide.org/how-will-cryptocurrency-change-the-face-of-�nance/?replytocom=51614#respond)
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April 29, 2021 at 7:48 am (https://www.cryptocurrencyguide.org/how-will-cryptocurrency-
change-the-face-of-�nance/#comment-61371)

Best P2P crypto exchange (https://www.shiftal.com/blog/what-is-a-p2p-crypto-exchange/), or peer-to-
peer exchange, allows the buyer and the seller to connect and trade directly with each other without an
intermediary. Naturally, P2P crypto trading is more secure, transparent & affordable, as the need for a
trusted third party to verify & process the transaction is eliminated.
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June 9, 2021 at 6:19 am (https://www.cryptocurrencyguide.org/how-will-cryptocurrency-
change-the-face-of-�nance/#comment-73449)

A good article. I agree with you. Cryptocurrency is the alternative currency to the �at currency and also
makes way for many crypto preneurs to enrich their business. Make your crypto trading safe and secure
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with the numerous services in crypto platform. Also there are enormous bene�ts for your business. If you
are interested in starting a secure crypto exchange platform, click here https://bit.ly/3c18kLV
(https://bit.ly/3c18kLV)
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